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                 UNIT-5
Who  is Our Neighbour?

Major Goals of the UnitLearners:· Predict events by rational observation.· Introduce himself/herself and others.· Describe events and pictures using appropriate vocabulary.· Describe one’s possessions.· Identify and describe the position of objects and persons.· Use correct forms of action words.· Talk about actions in progress using present continuous tense.· Use appropriate language to express opinions, give suggestions, engagein arguments, discussions etc...
Performance ExpectationsLearners:· participate in games and activities comprehending thedirections given by the teacher.· Comprehend simple narrations and participate in different activities.·  Perform Role play.· Act out, mime, perform stories or draw pictures based on what isheard or read.·  Perform Choreography based on the poem.
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Aim : Engage in group activities and games

Language focus : Comprehend the instructions and act according to them

Teacher tells the students to form a circle holding their hands.

Give instructions to make the circle exact.

Eg.

· Rahim, please step one step forward.

· Reeja, move one step backward.

Let them form a beautiful circle.

· Children, you are facing each other.

· All of you are  looking inside the circle.

· Now you have to turn around, and look out side.

· But do not release your hands.

· Keep on holding  hands and turn around.

· Can you?

Give time to think and act.

Use a whistle to correct movements.

The solution.

 Any one of the child can walk forward without releasing hands and get out of the circle. All

others follow this child and get out of the circle one by one.

If necessary, draw a circle on black board and draw arrow marks to show direction of

movements. The following illustration will help you.

15 minutes

Session 1
Time: 2 hours

Activity 1 - Turn around
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Assessment: Are the learners able to  participate in the activity?
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Aim : Act according to the instruction

Language focus : Introduce the word ‘neighbour’. Familiarize the pronouns .

Students sit in a circle. Teacher calls the name of a student. He/she stands up.
He says “ I am ………. “
The children who are  sitting on both sides (right and left) of him/her also stand up.
“ He is ……….., She is………….
These  are my neighbours”
They exchange their seats.
Continue the game.

30 minutesActivity 2 - Do you love your neighbour?

Assessment :   Are the learners able to understand the instructions and act accordingly?

Aim : Engage in group activities

Language focus : Comprehend teacher talk and act accordingly

Teacher draws three or four huts on black board.
Teacher writes the name of house owners below each picture.
Says, ……………. and ……...are neighbours.
Asks, “ Do you have neighbours?”
“Who are they?”
“Can you say their names?”
Teacher gives worksheet.
Let the children work on it.

15 minutesActivity 3 - My Neighbours

Assessment :   Are the learners able to complete the worksheet?
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Aim : Elicit their free response
Language focus : Use pictures as clues to understand the theme of the story.
TLM : Picture

Teacher interacts with the learners with the help of the picture on page no.102.

· What do you see in the picture?

· Who is younger the boy or the girl?

· Can you identify the children?

· Can you guess the name of the boy and girl?

· Can you find their names from below?(page 102)

· Write their names on black board. (Sam, Lizzy)

· Where are they standing? Inside the compound or outside the compound?

· What are they looking at?

· What is the boy saying?

Help children find out the sentence “Lizzy , someone new is moving next door”from the text.

· Can you see a vehicle?

· What vehicle is that? Did Sam identify the vehicle?

· Which sentence tells you that?

· What does Sam say about the lorry?

Help children find out “ See, there is a lorry in front of that house”

Let children make an attempt individually to read the passage.

Let them mark the difficult words.

Teacher presents the narrative (text on the page 102) with all prosodic features.

Let children read the text with the help of the teacher

When the teacher reads and pauses ,  children say the next word.

Perform chain reading.

You can cut out the words on single strips and make children assemble them to form the text. Let them

paste it on a chart paper.

( groups)

Let the learners write those sentences in their notebooks.

XX minutesActivity 4- Picture Interaction

Assessment :   Are the learners able to participate in the activity? How far did they succeed in
assembling the strips?
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Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
1. To what extent my students are able to listen and comprehend my instructions?

2. What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?

3. Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?

4. What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in Learner’s note book:
Sentences made using word strips

Evidences of class room process:
Chart containing  word strips.

Things for the portfolio:
Worksheet.
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Aim : Use language to recreate roles and experiences.

Language focus : Respond according to the instructions.

30 minutes

Session 2
Time: 2 hours

Activity 5 - My Grandma

Level 1.
Draw a circle. Let children run within the circle. When teacher says
Grandma, children should act like Grandma.
Teacher can say Grand father, Father, Mother, Daughter, Son etc…
Children act accordingly.
Level 2.
Teacher modifies her instruction
Grand ma having tea.
Boy playing cricket
Girl riding bicycle.

Assessment: Are all learners able to perform as directed?

Aim : Use visual- spatial intelligence.
Language focus : Listen to the instructions and do accordingly.
TLM : Chart, crayons, lines

30 minutesActivity 6 - Draw your neighbour

Interaction
Suppose a new neighbour is coming.
·  Can you draw that neighbour?
· You need to draw only one.

Let children draw their new neighbour using crayons.
Let them introduce their neighbour using the picture.
Let children exhibit the pictures on a line.
Provide two lines. One for male neighbours and another for female neighbours.

· Sinu, who did you draw - a girl or a boy?
· Lini, what is your case? Who did you draw?
· Sinu has drawn a boy.
· Lini has drawn a girl.
· Let us come to Sam and Lizzy.
· Who are their neighbours?
· Does Lizzy know that?
· Which sentence tells you that?
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Children may point to the sentence ‘ Who are they?’ Lizzy asked.
Or teacher can draw attention to that sentence.

· Does Sam know that?
Lead to the expression “I don’t know”.

· Who does Sam prefer a boy or a girl?
· Which part of the sentence tells you that?

Look at page 103 and find out.
· Does Lizzy prefer a Boy?

Find out from the text (page 103)
The teacher may encourage the learners to write a sentence under their picture such as ‘My  new
neighbour is a boy, My new neighbour is a girl, My new neighbour is a man and my new neighbour is
a woman.

Assessment: Are the learners able to draw the picture as per the directions?

Aim : Enjoy the language with the fragrance of music.

Language focus : Engage in activities comprehending the idea of the song .

Familiarise present continuous tense in appropriate context.

30 minutesActivity 7 - Boys and Girls

Sing the following song with actions.

Boys must sing and act when the lines mention them.

Like wise, girls can sing and act only when needed.

Boys:

All the boys are dancing

Dancing on the stage

Dancing all the day

Girls:

All the girls are dancing

Dancing on the stage

Dancing all the day

Girls:

All the girls are swinging

Swinging on a swing

Swinging all the day.
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Boys:

All the boys are swinging

Swinging on a swing

Swinging all the day.

Boys:

All the boys are riding

Riding on a cycle

Riding all the day.

Girls:

All the girls are riding

Riding on a cycle

Riding all the day.

Girls:

All the girls are playing

Playing with a bat

Playing all the day

Boys:

All the boys are playing

Playing with a bat

Playing all the day.

Assessment: Are the learners able to engage in the activity without support from the teacher?

Aim : Enhance listening ability.
Language focus : Read the text with expressive voice and

gestures.

30 minutesActivity 8 - Readers Theatre.

Interact with the picture. (page 104, 105)

Read the text as if you present a narrative.

Let the learners present the text in the mode of Readers Theatre.
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Readers Theatre-a note
Readers theatre can be the presentation of a passage as if in a radio drama.
In a given passage, there will be dialogues delivered by characters.
There will be some other sentences which are not dialogues.
They too are part of a story and we cannot neglect them. This means, these sentences must also be
presented in Readers Theatre.
This can be done by the narrator.
Look at the passage given below ( page 104.)
Sam and Lizzy saw the men carrying things into the house.
“Look, it is a cycle” cried Lizzy.
“Gee, It looks like a boy’s cycle. Sam said happily.
“But girls too can ride that cycle” Lizzy said with a smile.
The sentences or parts given in bold letters are dialogues where, as the others are not.
There are two characters, Lizzy and Sam.
Assign roles. Assign dialogues.
Fix children who would deliver the other parts of the story
 ( narrators)
The following can be the steps to prepare for Readers Theatre.
1. Read the text thoroughly.
2. Mark the dialogues and non dialogues.
3. Trace out the characters in the passage.
4. Assign roles  ( characters and narrator) please remember that there can be more than one narrators
so as to give chances to all.
5. Let them practise for a while.

Assessment: Did all the learners get opportunity in this activity? Are the learners able to perform
well?
Are the learners able to derive the meaning through individual reading?

Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
1. To what extent my students are able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
2. What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
3. Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
4. What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in Learner’s note book: One sentence about the neighbour. (Activity-6)
Evidences of class room process: Display of pictures on a line.
Things for the portfolio: Picture of new neighbours.
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Aim :  Familiarise the structure ‘can’.
Language focus : Use the structure ‘can’ in different contexts to denote ability.
TLM :  Pictures,  video clip ( Yes, I can!)

60 minutes

Session 3
Time: 2 hours

Activity 9 - I Can..

Teacher  plays the video ‘Yes, I can!’.
Link: https://youtu.be/_Ir0Mc6Qilo
Let the learners enjoy the song.
Shows the picture of a boy who is jumping and
sings the following song.

Little boy little boy
What can you do?
I can jump, I can jump
I can jump up high

Teacher divides the class into five groups and gives them some pictures of actions. Let them add lines
related to the given picture. Learners paste the pictures along with their song on a chart. Let them sing
the song with appropriate actions.
Teacher sings a song with actions. Let the learners sing along with her.

I’m  a cat
And I can see
A bird up there
For me!

I ‘m a bird
And I can sing
From my tree
I see everything.

I ‘m a bird
And I can fly
Away,away,
Up to the sky!
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I’m a cat
And I can climb
But where’s that bird?
It’s my dinner time!

· What all things can you do?
(Elicits answers such as I can write, I can sing etc..)

Now, encourage them to  write a few sentences using I can in their note book. They may draw the
corresponding pictures also.
Presentation of the narrative given in page 106 of the Reader.
Individual reading.
Teacher invites the attention of the learners to the picture.

· Did you see Sam in the picture?
(Yes)

· Who is standing near to Sam?
(Lizzy)

· Where are they standing?
(On the terrace)

· What are they doing there?
(They are watching their neighbour’s home)

· What did they see?
(They saw a  boy playing football)

· What else did they see?
(A toy car)

Now, the teacher may ask the following questions to elicit the text.
· What is Sam doing?

(Sam is jumping)
· Why is Sam happy?

(He saw a boy playing football)
· What is Sam saying?

(I can play foot ball with that boy)
Lead the learners to Activity-3( page 115) of the TB.

 Processing Conversation
Teacher may ask appropriate questions to channelize the thoughts of the learners. (Please refer:
Processing Conversation-Page  135 Hand book)
       Eg :- What did they see there?

· What will Sam tell  Lizzy at first ?
· What will be Lizzy’s reply?
· Who would like to play with it? Sam or Lizzy ?
· What would he/ she say then ?
Individual writing.
Group refinement.
Random presentation
Let the groups role play the conversation.
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You may present the teacher’s version .
Let the groups refine their group products.
Exhibits the products in Our Reading Corner.

Teacher’s version
Conversation between Sam and Lizzy

Sam : Look  Lizzy, a teddy bear!
Lizzy : Where is it ?
Sam : It’s on the chair
Lizzy : Oh ! that’s nice.
Sam : Shall we play with it ?
Lizzy : Sure.  Let us playAssessment: Are all the learners able to get the idea of the usage ‘can’?

RUBRICS FOR WRITING CONVERSATION (L P)

Area Excellent  Good Satisfactory Need 
Improvement 

Communication/ 
meaning 

Easy to 
follow and 
understand 
 

Generally easy 
to follow and 
understandable. 

somewhat easy 
to follow and 
understand but 
has errors  

somewhat 
difficult 
to follow and 
understand 
because of 
errors  

Beginning & 
ending 

show an 
exceptional 
awareness of 
beginnings 
and endings. 

Some awareness 
of proper 
beginnings and 
endings. 

A little 
awareness of 
beginnings but 
no conclusion. 

No proper 
beginning and 
ending 

Appropriateness Quite 
appropriate 
to the context 

Appropriate to 
the context 

Distant 
appropriateness. 

No 
appropriateness. 

Correct CUPS 
(capitalization, 
Word usage, 
punctuation, and 
spelling.) 

exceptional 
CUPS 

consistently 
correct 
CUPS 

Almost correct 
CUPS 

some errors in 
CUPS 
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Aim : Develop  writing skill using appropriate language

Language focus : Familiarise the context where different prepositions are used.

15 minutesActivity 10 - Where is the Teddy bear?

Interaction
· Children, where is the Teddy bear?

(Elicits answers)
· Yes. It’s on the chair.
Teacher shows the picture given in page 116 and asks the following questions.
· Where is the car?
· Where is the ball?
· Where is the bicycle?
· Where is the bat?
· Where is the skipping rope?
Let them write the answers in the Course book( Page 116) and note book.

Teacher may ask the  following questions to lead the learners to the next passage.
· Sam and Lizzy are looking at the neighbour’s yard. Why?
· Do you like playing football?
· Do you like toys?
· Do you have toys?

Let them say the names of their toys. Encourage them to bring toys on the following day. Teacher may
also bring some toys like skipping rope, toy car, foot ball etc…

Assessment:  Are the learners able to use prepositions in the apt slots?

Aim : Express one’s possession.
Language focus : Describe the objects in simple language.
TLM : Toys of different kind.

45 minutesActivity 11 - TOYS’ CORNER

Let the learners exhibit their own toys in the classroom. Give them a chance to describe it. Teacher
may arrange all the toys and make a toy corner in the class room.
Teacher invites the attention of the learners to the picture given on page 107
Interaction

· What is Lizzy pointing at?
· What do they see now?

Now, let the learners read the passage given in page 107
To ensure comprehension, teacher may pose the following questions.

· Where is the skipping rope?
· Why is Lizzy so happy?
· Is Sam happy?
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Teacher presents the narrative given in  page 107.
Individual reading.
Collaborative reading.
Interaction
Who will be their new friends?  Can you guess?
Will you be happy if you get new friends?

Assessment: Are the learners able to say something about the object?

Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
1. To what extent my students are able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
2. What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
3. Who needs my  immediate support and attention?
4. What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in Learner’s note book:
1. Conversation (Activity-8)

2. Activity given in page 116.

Evidences of class room process:
1. Teacher version of Conversation.

2. Group products (Conversation)

Things for the portfolio:
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Aim : Enjoy the song.
Language focus : Identify the lines of the poem and add more lines. Use action

words in the relevant slots.
TLM : Chart Paper, Sketch Pen

30 minutes

Session 4
Time: 2 hours

Activity 12 - Sing and Act

Sing the song in the class.

I have a Teacher,
Teacher Jessica

We have a Teacher
Teacher Jessica

She is singing
Singing singing.......

(I have.....)
She is reading
Reading reading......

(I have......)
She is dancing
Dancing dancing

(I have.....)

Process the song
Teacher supplies some more action words for adding lines. After completing the song, she

sings with proper rhythm.
Give them a chance for choral singing.
Leads them to the worksheet 3.
Let the learners revisit page 107 and find out words ending with ‘ing’. Let them write it in their note book

Assessment : How many of the learners are able to use ‘ing’ in the proper context?

Aim : Respond according to the context and present a role play.

Language focus : Prepare dialogues/ identify dialogues from the passage

30 minutesActivity 13 - Role play
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Interacts with picture on page 108.
What are Sam and Lizzy doing?
What are they talking about?
Can you guess what Lizzy is saying to her brother?
How can they know about their neighbours?
What are they planning?
Which sentence says so?
Will they go then itself?
Role play the conversation on page 108.

Assessment: Are all the learners able to participate in the role play?

Aim :  Visualize different activities in a home and enact it.

Language focus :   Identifies the names and sizes of different rooms of a house.

TLM :   Pictures of rooms, chart, marker

30 minutesActivity 14 - I have a room

Teachers asks about pupils house.
· Do you like your home?
· Is it beautiful?
· Do you like to be there?
·  Do you have a separate room for cooking food and for sleeping?

Allows free responses. Teacher gives pictures of different activities in our home to each group and

asks them to enact a corner still accordingly.
· Cooking
· Sleeping
· Bathing
· Eating
· Receiving guests

Teacher interferes in groups and gives instructions. Each group presents their stills within 10 minutes.

Let others  identify the names of different rooms. Let the learners complete the task given in page no.

113. Let the learners write the sentences in their note book.

Assessment : Are the learners able to participate in stills?
: Can they identify and comment on the stills?
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Aim :  Engage in a game, comprehending the instructions.
Language focus :   Listen and comprehend the instructions given.
TLM :   Chalk, marker, chart

30 minutesActivity 15 - Pick me up

Teacher divides the class into four groups and names them as kitchen, bedroom, bathroom and dining

room. She places some picture cards related to each room.  When the whistle blows, one member from

each group comes and takes one picture card and pastes it on the chart given to their team. If they are

choosing the apt ones, the team will get points.  Finally, let each group present their chart and read it.

Then the teacher engages them to activity no. 2 given in page no. 114.

They may write those words in their note book.

Assessment : Are the learners able to identify the different things used in different rooms of a house?
: Observe and identify those who can understand the instructions and act accordingly.

Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
1. To what extent my students are able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
2. What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
3. Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
4. What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in Learner’s note book:
1. Words ending with ‘ing’

2. Activity-14

3. Activity -15

Evidences of class room process: Nil

Things for the portfolio: Nil
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Aim : Listen to instructions and comprehend the  idea.

Language focus : Identify the personal pronouns I am/ She is/ He is/ they are.

TLM                            :  Masquets of different animals.

30 minutes

Session 5
Time: 2 hours

Activity 16 - Tik  Tak Toe

Let the children stand in a circle. Teacher distributes the masquets of different animals. Let them sing the

following song.

Tick Tak Toe

Round I go

If I miss

I take this

By singing the song all the children should pass their masquets to the next boy/ girl until the song

ends. Teacher may pose questions to the particular learner to get the following answer.

· Are you a  monkey?

Learner: No, I am not monkey.

Teacher: Then who is the monkey.

Learner: He/she is the monkey.

Like this, using the names of different animals teacher can continue the game.

Assessment : Are the learners able to use  the pronouns properly?

Aim : Use language to recreate roles and experiences.

Language focus : Listen to the teacher, visualize the action and present it through actions.

90 minutesActivity 17 - Theatre Time

Let the lerarners present pages 109,110, 111 as a drama.

Group the learners in to three.

Let them scan the text and fix the events.

Groups present them as a still.
Let each group present page 109
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Discuss on the presentation .

· Is the idea clear?

· Could you identify the characters?

· What are they doing?

Similarly page 110 and 111 are presented as stills.

Discussions on the presentations are to be held.

Let them add movements and dialogues with the help of the text.

 Fix location, characters, actions, movements, and dialogues through negotiation.

Page 109( scene1)

Who are the characters here? Where are they?

What are they doing?

What are they saying?

Page110 (scene 2)

Who are the characters here?

Where are they?

What are they doing?

 What are their dialogues?

Are they happy?

Page 111 ( scene3)

Who are the characters?
What are their actions?
What will they say then?

How will you show  children’s paradise on the stage?

Let the learners read the text once again and perform their drama.

Assessment : Are the learners able to participate in skit?

Learner’s Reflections:
1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?
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Teacher’s  Reflections:
1. To what extent my learners are able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
2. What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
3. Who needs my immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
4. What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in Learner’s note book: Nil

Evidences of class room process: Photograph of skit presentation.

Things for the portfolio: Nil

Aim : Let the learners express their ideas.

Language focus : Develop  creativity and express ideas in their own language

TLM : Different coloured wax, chart paper.

60 minutes

Session 6
Time: 2 hours

Activity 18 - Build our paradise

After presenting the narratives of page no. 110 and 111. Teacher divides the class in to four or five

groups and distribute wax and chart paper in each group. Give them chance to use their creativity to

make different shapes in a childrens park. They can name them as their own paradise. After buiding the

shapes teacher invites each group to present their products to the whole class.

Assessment : Are the learners able to follow the teachers instructions?

Aim : Develop musical and bodily kinesthetic intelligence
Language focus : Visualise the theme of the poem

60 minutesActivity 19 - Choreography

Page 112
 Let’s listen to a song ( Teacher plays the song ‘Girls and Boys come out to play’ which is available in
you tube)

 Scan the QR code and access the video)
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Let children identify the words and lines of the poem.
Use black board/chart and write the words as lines, when the learners make a guess. For eg, suppose
there are four words in the first line.
Teacher can put four blank spaces  well in advance.
Learners may be able to guess only familiar words.
Teacher can write those  words in the exact position.
Teacher may provide the other words in negotiation. Or she can place the words on cards. Learners
can place them in right spaces.
Teacher and learners sing the song rhythmically.
Display the poem on a chart
Identify the theme.
Here, the  theme is play.
Lead a discussion on different plays and materials to play.

Fix the characters
Decide on costumes and properties.
Fix  the location

· Where are the characters?
· Are they inside the class room? Or are they in a play ground?
· How will you show the moon?
· How will you give the idea that it is night.

Fix  the action of each characters
Eg. Who are coming with a bat?

· Who are coming with doll?
· Are there other characters?
· What are their roles?
· Are there singers? Where shall they stand?
· Are they dancing too?

Sequence the actions.
· What all actions are taking place on the stage?
· What do you see on the stage  when the curtain rises?
· Who is coming first?
· When will he enter the stage?
· Who would follow? When?

Performing the actions
Now the teacher may show the picture given in page 111.
Interaction

· What do you see in the picture?
· Who are playing chess?
· Who is driving the car?
· Who is playing on the swing?
· What are the girls doing?
· Who is riding the bicycle?
· What are the man and woman doing?
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After eliciting the answers.
Teacher may lead the learners to activity 5(page 117)
Individual writing.
Group refinement.
Presentation by the groups.
Presentation of the teacher’s version.
Teacher’s version- Description
A boy and a girl are playing chess.
One boy is driving a car.
A boy is on swing.
Girls are playing with a ball.
A girl is riding the bicycle.
The man and woman are giving cool drinks to the children.
Interaction

· Ok. Children. Now you know the story of Sam and Lizzy.
· Do you remember all the events?
· Please go through the activity given in page 121 of the Course bookand write down the

answers in the respective columns.
· Now you may write those answers in the puzzle box.

After this activity, let the learners complete the project work given in page 118 of the TB as home
assignment.

Rubrics- WRITING DESCRIPTION- LP

 Excellent Good Satisfactory  Need 
Improvement 

Ideas Ideas are clear. 
Describes objects 
& events 
Uses descriptive 
words 

Ideas are clear. 
Describes objects 
and events. 
Only few details 
 

Ideas are not 
well-developed. 
Describes 
objects not 
events. 
More details are 
needed 

Ideas are 
unclear 
No details. 
 

Sentence 
Fluency 

Uses complete 
sentences. 
Maintains variety. 

Uses complete 
sentences , but 
not much variety  
 

Simple sentence 
structure is used 
repeatedly. 

Frequent use of 
sentence 
fragments or 
run-on 
sentences 

Writing 
Conventions- 

Correct 
capitalization, 
correct spelling& 
correct 
punctuation 

Mostly correct 
spelling, 
punctuation and 
capitalization. 

Some errors in 
punctuation, 
spelling and 
capitalization. 

Frequent errors 
in spelling, 
capitalization 
and 
punctuation. 
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Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
1. To what extent my students are able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
2. What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
3. Who needs my immediate support and attention?
4. What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in Learner’s note book:
Description (Activity-19)

Evidences of class room process:
1. Chart containing poem.

2. Group product (Description)

3. Teacher’s version (Description)

Things for the portfolio:

Aim : To comprehend the central theme of the story.

Language focus : Read and enjoy simple picture stories.

TLM : 3d cut-outs

60 minutes

Session 7
Time: 2 hours

Activity 20 - Big picture

Teacher draws the back ground on a chart as given in page 119 of Course book.
 She prepares the following materials in advance.
Cut-outs

· Squirrel
· Rabbit
· Umbrella

Other materials
· String
· A small stick (fishing rod)
· Thread with fishing hook.
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Interaction
· Dear children. What do you see in the picture?
· Ok. There are hills.
· A river is flowing.
· There is a tree.
Teacher fixes the cut-out of a squirrel on the left down side of the picture.
· Ok children. Who is this?
· Yes. It’s a squirrel. His name is Minni.
Teacher fixes the cut out of a fishing rod in the hand of Minni.
· Now, Look at his hands. What’s it?
· Yes. It’s a fishing rod.
· What’s he doing?
· He is fishing.
· It’s too hot. Shall we give him an umbrella?
Teacher fixes the cut out of an umbrella on Minni’s shoulder.
· Is he happy now?
Teacher fixes the cut-out of a rabbit on the right up corner of the picture.
· Who is this?
· Yes. It’s a rabbit. His name is Sonu.
· What’s he doing?
· Sonu is inviting Minni for his birthday party.
· Now, Minni is very happy.
· But there is a problem.
· Minni couldn’t swim.
· How will he cross the river?

Elicits ideas from the learners.
· Sonu gave him a good idea.
· Let’s see Sonu’s idea.

Teacher fixes the fishing hook on the tree and pastes the end of the string on a bush at the other side

of the river.
· Minni fixed the fishing hook on the tree.
· Sonu tied the string on a bush.
· Now, how can he cross the river?
· Yes. Minni hung her umbrella on the string

Teacher fixes the umbrella on the string.
· What shall Minni do now?

Teacher fixes the cut-out of Minni inside the umbrella.
· See.. How Minni is crossing the river?

Teacher moves the cut-outs of the umbrella to the other side of the river.
· Minni crossed the river.
· He enjoyed the birthday party.
· He is happy now.
· Are you happy?
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Let the learners read the story The squirrel Crosses the River.

Encourage them to do Book designing activity as home assignment. They may add dialogues in the

appropriate context.

Assessment: Are the learners able to connect the events and respond?

Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?

4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?

5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
1. To what extent my students are able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
2. What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
3. Who needs my immediate support and attention?
4. What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in Learner’s note book: Nil

Evidences of class room process:

1. Big picture

2. Products of Book Designing.

Things for the portfolio: My story book.
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Class -II

Unit VII - THE FIRST FLIGHT
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UNIT 6
THE FIRST FLIGHT

Major Goals of the unit.

Comprehend and enjoy simple stories and poems.

Express ability and inability using ‘can’ and ‘can’t’.

Enjoy riddles and construct riddles identifying the qualities of objects/beings.

Use ‘a’, ‘some’ and ‘many’ to denote quantity.

Construct and present simple conversation/dialogue suited to context.

Enjoy performing mime and theatre games.

Follow simple instructions and do paper craft.

Identify the rhythm and idea of the poem and choreograph it.
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Session 1
Time: 2 hours

Activity 1 - Hunting

Aim : Engage learners in simple games.
Language focus : Comprehend simple instructions in English

Introduce vocabulary items in meaningful contexts
TLM : Mascot of animals and  a toy gun

Teacher makes an atmosphere of forest in the classroom. Teacher asks some students to act as trees,
animals, birds. butterflies etc. Teacher selects one of them as hunter. The hunter enters into the forest
and he starts to attack the animals. All animals begin to cry. The hunter moves towards an animal and
says,  “if you answer my questions, you will be safe . If you fail, I will shoot you”.

Interaction:

Who are you?
Where do you live?
Which is your favourite food?
What is your hobby?
Who is your best friend?

This way, the teacher can continue the game.

Assessment : Did the learners engage in the game?
Could they understand the instructions?
Did they answer to the questions ?

Activity 2 -  My Bird Friend       30 minutes

Aim : Engage learners in simple games
Language focus : Comprehend simple instructions in English
TLM : Cap

Let the learners stand in a circle.
Ask them to run freely.
Interaction.
Run freely in a class.
When I make a whistle,
Give shakehand to anyone.

    30 minutes
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This is your crow friend.
Make the sound of  a Crow.
Like this, let them find parrot friend, sparrow friend, cuckoo friend, duck friend and owl friend.

After that let the learners stand in a circle.  Put a cap on the head of a learner.  Let him be
blind folded.  Ask his crow friend to make a sound of a crow.  Let the blind folded boy/girl move, find
and touch his crow friend.
 Repeat the game with other children.

Assessment : Did they comprehend instruction and play the game?

  Activity 3 -  Riddle  Time                       30 minutes

 Aim : Enable the learners enjoy riddles and construct riddles identify the qualities of
objects/beings

 Language focus : Comprehend simple instructions in English
 TLM : Riddles, Charts

The teacher divides the class into 4 groups.  Supply riddle to each group (written on A4 sheet)  Put
4 Chart papers on the table.  (Pictures which are answers to the riddles may be pasted on the chart
paper)

Let each group read their riddle and find out the answer.  Ask them to go to the table and
take the chart corresponding to their riddle.  Let them paste the riddle on the chart and present it in
the class.

Activity 4 -  Let’s make an owl    30 minutes

 Aim : Enable the learners to follow simple instructions and do paper craft
 Language focus : Listen and comprehend the instructions of the teacher and

act accordingly.
  TLM  : Colour paper sheet, Gum, Scissors

PicturesRiddles
I am an animal.
I have trunk. I am big.
Who am I ?
I am an animal.I have long neck.
I eat leaves. Who am I ?
I am a bird. I am green in colour.
I have red beaks.Who am I ?
I am a bird.
I am small.
My name starts with ‘O’Who am I ?

Elephant

 Giraffe

Parrot

Owl
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Demonstrate the process of making an owl.  Give instructions clearly and let the learners see how to
do it.  Ask them to sit on the floor, and distribute the materials.  Teacher can start like this.  “Look at
me.  Take a piece of paper.  Cut like this”. Demonstrate each and every stage of owl making.
Add appropriate  instructions.

1. Start by painting three small paper plates in one colour. Let them
dry completely.

2. After your paper plates are dry, use a different colour to paint a
pattern on one of the paper plates to use as the body for the owl.

3. Take another one of the painted paper plates and cut it in half to
use as the wings. Attach the wings with the body with stapler or
gum.

4. Attach the last paper plate to the body as the head of the owl

5. Cut out eyes, black pupils and a nose out of paper and glue them
on to the face.

6. Lastly cut a slit out of the top of the owls head to
finish your owl.

      A colourful owl is ready

Assessment : Were the learners able to make the owl?
                       How far did they follow the steps according to instructions?
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Learner’s Reflection
 How I participate in games?
 What was difficult for me?

 Was I able to make an owl?

Teacher’s  Reflection
Did the learners understand  my instructions?
Did they engage in games and activities freely?
Did I give apt instructions for making the owl?
How far did these activities help me in leading the learners to the new unit?

Expected writings in the learner’s notebook : Riddles
Evidence of Classroom process : Riddle charts, paper owls
Things that go to the portfolio :
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Session 2
Time: 2 hours

Activity  5  -  Who are you?         40 minutes

Aim : Engage the learners in simple games.
Language focus : Describe the features of birds, animals, things.
TLM :  Lots having the clues of vegetables , fruits, animals and birds

Let the learners stand in a circle.  Give a box containing different lots. When the teacher plays the
music,  learners start passing the box. When the music stops, the student who gets the box  is asked
to open the box and take a lot. Teacher encourages other students to ask questions to that  student
about the lot and find out what is written on the lot.

    Questions
 1. Is it a vegetable/ fruit / bird or animal?
 2. What is the colour?
 3. Is it big or small?
4. Is it sweet / bitter / sour?
5. Where can we see this?

When they get the answer, pass the box again and continue the game.  The teacher writes
the elicited words on black board/chart.  Ask the learners to describe the bird or animal orally.

Assessment :Were the learners able to describe the birds or animals orally.?
                      Did all learners ask apt questions to elicit the objects?

    Activity 6–The Owl Family                        40 minutes

Aim : Provide opportunities to comprehend the idea through picture interaction.
 Language focus : Listen and comprehend the theme of the story.

  Guess the meaning of  unfamiliar words.
 TLM : Big picture. (Picture of owls, trees......)

Display a big picture with images of a big banyan tree, a meadow and the rising sun. Put small
cut outs of a nest, three little owls, a father owl, a mother owl, small plants on the table.
Interaction

Look, here is a forest. There are so many big trees in the forest.
Can you see a big tree here?
Can you name the tree?
Is it a mango tree?
Look at its leaves. What tree is this?
Yes, it is a Banyan tree.
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Are there any other things in the picture?
What is it?
Yes, birds, meadow, plants
What time of the day is it?
Night or day?
Can you say?
It is morning .... Very nice ..... How do you know that?
Yes, the sun is here .... A rising sun.
What other things do you see?

Ask the learners to take the pictures, cut-outs from the table and fix them on the big picture one by
one. When they are doing the activity, interact with them about the picture.

For example;

Where will you put this nest?
Fix it on the branch.
Oh... this is a small owl .....
Where can you find a small bird like this?
Yes, It can be in the nest. Right, put the bird in the nest. Now it is wonderful.

After completing the task, ask interaction questions like those given below and write the elicited
sentences on a chart.
           Where are the little owls?
           What are they doing?
           Look, Where is the mother owl and father owl?
After eliciting the responses from them, teacher places the mother owl and father owl on the branch.

Now look here. What are the little birds doing?
Are they crying? Why are they crying?
What did the little owl eat?
What food do they get in the forest?
How many owls are there in the nest?
Did you want to give some food to the owls?
What food do they eat?

Narrate the passage in page 125 and 126.  Ask the learners to listen to the narrative and find out  the
ideas. Read the passage once again in a slow pace, allowing them to associate the ideas and sentences.
Ask them to identify those sentences in the Course Book and read them aloud.

Assessment :Did learners develop big picture according to the instructions?
         Did the learners read and comprehend the given passages?
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  Activity 7–Five Things ......... Five Things...........                     20 minutes

Aim :  Enable the learners to follow simple instructions in English
Language focus :  Get familiarised with names of birds / fruits/animals/ family/ friends
TLM :  Whistle, word cards

Let the learners stand in a circle. Place some cards on the floor.
Interaction:

Please stand in a circle.
            When I blow the whistle, one boy or girl come forward.

 Take a card and show all.
 Read it aloud.

Ask the other learners to say 5 words related to the word shown by the boy/girl.  Continue the game
with other children.  Let all learners write word web in their notebook.

To the Teacher:
 When the learners say the words, encourage them.  You can use the following song.
“Five things .................Five things
We say the five things
“Well done ...... well done”
Five things …………..five things”

Assessment : Could all learners supply words to the main word?
          Did all the children or learners write word web in their notebook?

Activity   8 -  We are Rouly              20 minutes

Aim : Enable the learners to comprehend action words
Language focus : Listen to the instructions and act accordingly
TLM : Pictures of different actions/ action words.

Interaction
Do  you like  Rouly?
Can we act like Rouly?

Ask the learners to stand in a circle and show the actions  according to the directions of the teacher.

Fly....Fly....Fly.. .fly like Rouly
Walk....walk...walk ….Walk like Rouly
Smile ...Smile.... Smile..... Smile Like Rouly

Continue the game using other action words such as eat, sleep, sit, stand, cry and laugh.
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Assessment : Were the learners able to do the actions according to the instructions?
                      Did all learners participate in the game?

Learner’s  Reflection
 Did I paste the pictures on big picture?
How many questions I asked  my friends?
How many words or sentences I spoke?
Did I complete the word web?

Teacher’s Reflection
Was I able to make all learners to speak ?
Did I conduct the activity Five things in a joyful manner?
Did I ensure that all learners write word web in their notebook?
Was I able to use big picture in a right way?

Expected writings in the learner’s notebook : Word web
Evidence of Classroom process : Developed big picture, audio clip of oral description,

  List of words
Things that go to the portfolio : List of words
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Session 3
Time: 2 hours

Activity  9 – Thoughtful Rouly                40 Minutes)

Aim : Enable the learners to comprehend the passage
Language focus : Read and comprehend the passage given.
TLM : Picture on page 17

The teacher displays the picture, gives in page 17(to be drawn on a chart)
Interaction

¨ What do you see in the picture?
¨  How many owls are there?
¨  Who are they?
¨  What is Rouly doing?
¨  Is she sad?
¨  Why?

Let them respond freely.  Ask them to read and comprehend the passage given in page 127.
(individual reading, sharing in groups, loud reading)

Assessment : Were the learners able to read and comprehend the passage?

AActivity  10 -   Over To The Valley              30 minutes

AIM : Develop the power of observation and expand the vocabulary of the
learners

Language focus : Listen and comprehend the instructions.

Teacher arranges a valley on the big picture (trees, yellow flowers, white clouds  and  Rouly sitting on
the branch of a tree.)

Interact with children for eliciting ideas based on the big picture.
Interaction

 ̈  What is  Rouly doing ?
 ¨  How does Rouly feel now ?
 ¨  Is she happy ?
 ¨  What are the things that Rouly see in the valley ?
 ¨  What is the colour of the flowers ?
 ¨  What is the colour of trees?
 ¨  Is the sky blue?

Ask the learners to read the passage given at page 128(loud reading by the teacher and learners)

Assessment: Were the learners able to respond to the questions based on the big picture?
          Could they read and comprehend the given passage?
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Activity 11 – We are pairs                           20 Minutes

Aim : Enable the learners to understand qualifying words (adjectives)
Language focus : Use appropriate words for qualifying objects.
TLM : Slips

 Teacher supplies slips to learners. (blue hills, brown, butterflies, green sky, red trees etc)   Ask them
to read the word on the slip they got.  When the teacher blows a whistle, let them  form pairs.
For example :           blue sky
                             (student 1)     (student 2)

Let them together say “Blue Sky”
Teacher writes the words on the chart.  Ask the learners to write down all paired words in

their notebooks.

Assessment. Did the learners form appropriate pairs?
         Did all learners write pairs in the notebook?

Activity 12 – Echo Reading          30 Minutes

Aim : Enable the learners to comprehend and enjoy simple stories and poems.
Language Focus : Read with appropriate pace, volume and fluency
TLM :  Course book.

Interaction
Where is Rouly now?

What is Rouly doing?

Let the learners respond freely.  Ask the learners to sit in a circle and open their Course book at
page number 131.  Read the text to the learners. Let them read after the teacher.  Continue this
process with other sentences.

After that, teacher displays a question and ask the learners to read the passage and find out
the answer.

Whom did Rouly see?
Did they talk?

Assessment: Did the learners read after the teacher?
        Were they able to find out answer to the questions?
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Learner’s Reflection
Was I able to read?
Did I read after teacher?
Did I write words in my notebook?

Teacher’s Reflection
Did I process the pictures well for ensuring reading comprehension?
Could I ensure that all learners found out their pairs and understand adjectives?
What additional support did I give to my learners for making them read the given passages?
Did I conduct echo reading in a proper way?

Expected writings in the notebook : List of paired words
Evidence of Classroom process : Developed big picture,processed pictures
Things that go to the portfolio : Pictures
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Session 4
Time: 2 hours

Activity  13 -  What did they speak? 40 minutes

Aim :Enable the learners to construct and present simple conversations/
  dialogues to suited to  context.

Language Focus : To construct dialogues in meaningful contexts
TLM : Chart paper,narrative

Teacher displays the picture given in page 130. Ask the learners to speak about what they see
in the picture. After that, the teacher presents the narrative.
Rouly was flying through the valley. She felt hungry. She looked down. She saw a mouse
near the bush.
Interaction
      Will Rouly speak to the mouse?
      What will mouse say to Rouly?
               Elicit responses. Divide the learners into two groups  namely Rouly and mouse. Let
them speak. Encourage all learners to speak.
    After that, ask the learners to write the conversation between Rouly and the mouse. The
teacher shows some hints on chart paper.

Rouly : Oh.... I am hungry
Mouse : Hey
Hawk,........

 (Follow the process of writing-individual writing, refinement in groups and presentation)

Assessment: Did the groups engage in conversation?
Did all learners write the conversation?

Activity 14 - They speak on                  20 Minutes

Aim : Enable the learners to comprehend simple stories
Language focus           : Read the passage and comprehend
TLM                            : Narrative

Teacher presents the narrative given below.
         Rouly said that she was an owlet.  But the mouse didn’t believe it. It began to laugh.
Then Rouly became angry. The mouse laughed and laughed again.
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 Interaction
What will Rouly say?
Will the mouse reply?
Can you guess?

     Let them respond freely .Ask them to read the passage given in page 131.(Follow the process of
reading)

  Assessment:Did the learners guess the conversation between Rouly and mouse?
                       Were they able to read the given passage?

Activity  15   - Give me the word                                                            30 minutes

     Aim                :  Enable the learners to comprehend simple stories
  Language focus: Read the passage and comprehend
   TLM                 :Course book

  Assessment : Were the learners able to supply the missing words?
Did all groups do the activity in meaningful way?

Activity 16   -   What happened next?                                                    30 minutes

Aim                :  Enable the learners to comprehend simple stories
Language focus: Read the passage and comprehend
TLM                 : Course book

       Teacher writes the following sentences on a chart paper and displays to the learners.
It’s too hot.  Let’s stop playing, Rouly moved towards the shade.
Interaction
   Where did Rouly move?
   What happened to Rouly?
         Let them predict. Encourage their responses. Ask the learners to read the passage given in page
133 and check their prediction. (Follow the process of reading)

         The teacher reads the passage given on page 132. Asks the learners to open the book, read
along with the teacher and supply the missing words.
    Ask the learners to sit in small groups and do the same activity. Then the teacher makes the loud
reading.
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 Assessment: Did the learners read and comprehend the passage?
                     Were they able to predict the story?

Learner’s Reflection
             Was I able to write conversation?
              How many sentences could I read?

Teacher’s Reflection
Did I use apt pictures for processing the text?
Was I able to enable all learners to write conversation?
Did they engage in games and activities well?
Were they able to read  sentences from the text and derive their meaning?
Did all learners write the conversation?

Expected writing in the learners notebook : Conversation
Evidence of Classroom process :  Sentence charts, Charts Containing elicited texts.
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Session 5
Time: 2 hours

Assessment : Did they identify the sentences?
Were they able to read and comprehend the passages?

Activity  17   - Lets Read                                                                              35minutes

Aim :  Enable the learners to comprehend simple stories
Language focus : Read the passage and comprehend
TLM : Sentence strips

 The teacher divides learners into 5 groups and gives sentence strip to  each group .Teacher makes
a loud reading of the passage at page 134. Let the groups clap their hands and read their sentence
when the  teacher reads their sentence.
            Sentence strips

1) Oh, friend you are back! What is it in your hand? Rouly wondered
2) “Rouly my friend, these are for you.”  The mouse said happily
3) “Rouly, put on this hat, wear this sunglass. You will stay cool.” The mouse helped Rouly to

wear the hat and glasses
4 )Rouly, how do you feel now? The mouse asked.
5)  “Thank you friend. I feel better,” Rouly said, smiling
After that, the teacher asks all learners to read the passage and share their ideas in the group.

(Process reading)

Activity 18 -   TPR                                                                                                   40 minutes

Aim  : Enable the learners to comprehend simple stories
Language focus : Read the passage and comprehend
TLM : Narrative for TPR

     The teacher asks the learners to listen to the narrative and act according to it. Divide the learners
into 3 or 4 groups . Asks them to take the roles of Rouly, mother  owl and father owl.
Narrative
   The sun was setting.  The owls woke up.
‘Where is Rouly?’  The mother owl looked around.
‘Oh, look! Who is that?’
Father owl pointed to the sky.  Everyone looked at the sky.
A bird with a hat and glasses!  Rouly landed on the branch.
‘Who are you?’ father owl asked.
‘It’s me..... Your Rouly.’ Rouly said.
‘Where were you dear? Who gave you the hat and the glasses?’ Father asked.  ‘I can see
everything in daylight.
So i went out.  I got a new friend too.  He  gave me all these things,’ Rouly said smiling.
 Interaction
      Did you like the game?
      What did mother ask?
       Did Rouly come?
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       What did Rouly say?
             Asks the learners to read the passages at page 135 and 136 and find out the dialogue
between father owl and Rouly. Let them write it in their notebook.
    (Follow the process of writing)

Assessment :Did learners comprehend the narrative and perform TPR?
                     Could they identify the dialogue?
                     Did all learners write the dialogue in the notebook?

Activity  19     I  Can, I Can’t                                                              45 minutes

Aim :  Enable the learners to express ability and inability using ‘can’ and ‘can’t’
Language focus : Frame sentences using can and can’t
TLM : Pen,book and other objects

Let the learners stand in a circle. Teachers puts a pen and some other objects on the floor.
Take a pen and say
       I can lift the pen
Asks the learners to do the same thing and say the sentence. Continue the game changing the objects
and sentences.
    After some time, asks the learners to  be Rouly and mouse. Then let them say;
           I am Rouly,
          I can fly
               I am mouse,
              I can’t fly
Then leads them to the activity 3 on page 140. Asks learners to write all sentences in their notebook.

     Assessment: Could all learners frame the sentences using can and can’t.
Did they complete the activity 3 on page 140?
Did they write the sentences in the notebook?

 Learner’s  Reflection
             Was I able to read the sentence strips?
              How many sentences did I say using ‘can’ and ‘can’t’?
             Was I able to write the dialogue?

Teacher’s Reflection
 Were the sentence strips suitable for the activity?
 Did they engage in games and activities well?
 What support did I give my learners for developing dialogue?
 How many of them need further support?

          Could my learners understand the usage of ‘can’ and ‘can’t’?
 Was I able to use the technique of TPR in right way?

Expected   writings in notebooks : Dialogue between Rouly and Father owl, sentences using
  ‘can’and ‘can’t’

Evidence of Classroom process : Sentence strips used, Narrative for TPR
Things that go to the portfolio        :
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Session 6
Time: 2 hours

Activity 20- Choral Singing   30 minutes

Aim : Identify the rhythm and idea of the poem and choreograph it.
Language Focus : Listen to, read and choreograph a poem.
TLM : Audio of the song-Over in the Meadow

         Teacher plays the audio of the song  “Over in the Meadow (page 137) .Let the learners listen to
the song. Elicits lines one by one. Let them write lines in groups .Asks them to read the song in the chart
exhibited by the teacher. Let them sing along with the audio also.
              Asks the groups to read the poem and choreograph it.

Assesment  :Could they identify the lines of poem?
                      How far were they able to choreograph the poem?

 Activity 21   Emojis                                                                 30 minutes

Aim :Enable the learners to get familiarised with the words such as  happy, sad etc.
Language Focus :To express feelings using appropriate words.
TLM :Emoji stickers

       Teacher divides the learners into groups. Supplies the emoji stickers (happy,sad,surprised,angry
and tired) and word slips corresponding to the emojis to all groups. Asks them to match the sticker
and word and form a pair.
       Let the pair sit nearer and complete the activity given on page 141.

Assessment:Could they match the words and emojis correctly?
                    Did all learners complete the activity on page 141?

Activity 21   Tinku’s Wings 30 minutes

Aim : Enable the learners to comprehend and enjoy simple stories and poems.
Language Focus :Read and enjoy simple stories
TLM : Model of a cat

     Teacher shows the model of a cat and interacts with children.
        This is Tinku.I will tell you his story.
Then narrate the story upto .....a pair of wings.(page 142)
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Interaction
      Who is Tinku?
       Where did he look?
       What did he see on the way?
      What will he do with the pair of wings?
Let them predict and check their prediction reading the passage on page 142.

   Assessment: Were all learners able to read and enjoy the story?

Activity 22    The party for Rouly 30 minutes

Aim :Enable the learners to  use ‘a’, ‘some’ and ‘many’ to denote quantity.
Language Focus :Use a’, ‘some’ and ‘many’ to denote quanitity.
TLM :Picture

           Teacher displays the picture  given at 139 and lists out the things one by one through interaction.
Let them write the list in the notebook. Leads them to the activity 2 (page 139) and asks them to
complete it. Let them read it and write in the notebook.

     Assessment: Did  all learners complete the activity?

Learner’s Reflection:
       Did I sing the song?
       Could I match the emoji stickers and words?

Teacher’s Reflection:
 Did I use suitable audio clip of the song?
Were my learners able to choreograph the song?
 What difficulties did I face while processing the poem?
  Was the activity of emojis effective?


Expected writing in the learner’s notebook: Completed list of things (Activity 2 page 139)
Evidence of Classroomprocess     : Chart containing elicited lines of poem, video clips

of choreography
Things for the portfolio


